INTRODUCTION
============

DNA supercoiling
----------------

To present basic features of DNA supercoiling and its consequences for DNA properties, let us imagine that we could manipulate a linear fragment of DNA. We would see this fragment behaving like an elastic rod, i.e. we could bend it and the energetic costs of bending would increase with the square of the deflection angle. Under very strong bending deformations, the DNA would exit the elastic regime forming kinks that would facilitate further bending ([@B1]). However, it is questionable whether bending deformations *in vivo* reach the level at which kinking occurs ([@B2],[@B3]). We could also impose a torque on the DNA, and would see that the energy of torsional deformation also initially increases with the square of the induced rotation angle between the two ends ([@B4]). Interestingly, despite the fact that the DNA structure is right-handed, the energetic costs for right- and left-handed torsional deformations are practically identical for small torsional deformations ([@B5]). However, for larger torsional deformations, there is an interval where a torque acting in the direction that unwinds the DNA helix leads to the separation of the DNA strands, while a similar torque, but acting in the direction that winds up the DNA helix just stabilizes the DNA helix ([@B5],[@B6]).

Let us now imagine that we close into a circle the manipulated DNA fragment. We could close the DNA without imposing any torsional deformation or just a minimal one needed to juxtapose ends of both strands for covalent bond formation. Such covalently closed DNA molecules would be torsionally relaxed, and, for plasmid size molecules, would adopt the shape of unconstrained freely fluctuating rings, that may adsorb without any intramolecular crossings when deposited on a surface for atomic force microscopy (AFM) imaging ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A). We could also close the DNA fragment into a circle after having introduced sufficient torsional deformation to remove, for example, one helical turn of the DNA for each 200 bp. If both DNA strands of such a DNA were ligated and then the molecule let free to relax, it would minimize its elastic energy by adopting the structure of an interwound supercoiled molecule ([Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B). Figure 1.Atomic force microscopy (AFM) visualization of torsionally relaxed (**A**) and negatively supercoiled (**B**) bacterial plasmids pBR322. The deposition of the 4361 bp-long DNA chains is made on APTES modified mica ([@B82]).

Negative supercoiling has an important biological function of facilitating local- and global-strand separation of DNA molecules such as these occurring during transcription and replication, respectively ([@B7; @B8; @B9]). [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} explains why this is the case. Strand separation relaxes the torsional stress in negatively supercoiled DNA ([@B10]). Therefore, it is energetically less costly to separate strands in negatively supercoiled than in relaxed DNA, and the energy difference is furnished by DNA relaxation. Of course, there is no free lunch even for a bacteria, and the energetic cost of the torsional constraint has to be introduced by the ATP hydrolysis-driven action of DNA gyrase ([@B11]). Figure 2.Topology and mechanics of DNA supercoiling. (**A**) Energy minimizing, torsionally relaxed, covalently closed DNA molecule with Lk = 8, Tw = 8, Wr = 0 and having the intrinsic DNA helicity of 10 bp/turn. The blow-up shows that interstrand crossings in the right-handed DNA helix are positive, since for topological considerations one assumes parallel orientation of DNA strands \[see (E) for the topological convention of crossings' signs\]. (**B**) As a result of a combined action of DNA gyrase that decreased the linking number by two followed by the relaxation reaction of topo I, that increased the linking number by 1, the molecule presented in (A) has changed its linking number to Lk = 7. If that molecule were maintained in a planar configuration by ionic interaction with a charged surface, for example, its Tw would also change to 7, while Wr would remain unchanged. The change of DNA twist introduces a significant torsional tension into the elastic structure of the DNA as its helical repeat would need to change to 11.43 bp/turn, while its minimal torsional energy is achieved for a helix with 10 bp/turn. (**C**) The molecule presented in (B) has detached from a charged surface and minimized its elastic energy by adopting a supercoiled form with a Wr ≈−0.7 which permitted the molecule to greatly diminish its torsional tension as its twist has changed to ≈7.7, which is close to torsionally relaxed state. Due to the quadratic dependence of torsional and bending energies on the respective elastic deformations, it is energetically favourable to repartition the elastic stress due to the deficit of linking ΔLk into torsional and bending deformations. Usually ∼70% of the ΔLk are compensated by the acquired writhe ([@B41],[@B83]). The blow-up shows that the inter-helix crossings between the two strands in negatively supercoiled DNA have negative sign as opposed to intra-helix crossings that have positive signs. (**D**) Opening of 10 bp by hybridization with nascent RNA, for example, is energetically more favourable in an unwound chain C than in the covalently closed, torsionally relaxed form A. The twist value is lower than in the torsionally relaxed DNA shown in (A). However, this causes no torsional stress as this twist is realized over a shorter region of pairing between the DNA strands, which re-establishes there the helicity of 10 bp/turn, while the open region is stabilized by the interaction with the hybridized RNA. (**E**) The topological sign convention. To determine the sign of individual crossings of two oriented curves, one checks in which sense one should turn the orientation vector of the overlying segment to have it pointing in the same direction as the vector of the underlying segment, while the rotation can not exceed 180°. If that rotation is clockwise, the crossing is negative and it is positive otherwise. (**F**) The concept of twist. Twist of DNA molecules is the sum of all the twists angles between the consecutive base pairs. The twist units are 360° rotations. (**G**) The concept of writhe. The same 3D curve, representing the axis of a given DNA molecule is observed from two different directions. The score provided by segment crossings can vary between the two cases, explaining why as writhe one takes the average value of crossings scores over all directions equisampling the sphere enclosing the 3D curve.

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} helps to introduce topological and geometrical descriptors of various DNA configurations. Topological descriptors define the topology of a DNA molecule, and for a given covalently closed DNA molecule, their values do not change during continuous structural deformations, i.e. deformations which do not require breaking and resealing of covalent chemical bonds of the DNA backbone. One of these descriptors is the linking number (Lk) that tells us how many times and with what handedness the two single strands of a given DNA molecule are linked with each other. The absolute value of the DNA linking number corresponds to the minimal number of passages of one strand through the other, needed to completely separate in space the two strands as it is required during replication and segregation of circular DNA molecules in living cells. Such inter-strand passages are non-continuous structural deformations of DNA that can be catalysed by type I DNA topoisomerases. The positive sign of Lk indicates that the two strands of the molecule wind around each other in a right-handed sense as it is the case of native B-DNA structure. The mathematical way of determining the linking number of two closed curves in space is to score all the crossings of one curve with the other when the two curves are observed from any given direction ([@B8]) (see [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B--D). Positive crossings score as +1 and negative ones as −1, and are defined as presented in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The sum of scored values, but not the number of visible crossings is a topological invariant, i.e. it does not change with the direction of viewing and is independent of any continuous deformation of covalently closed DNA molecules. The value of Lk corresponds to half of the sum obtained after adding all the values for the perceived crossings of the two strands, and is always an integer. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}B--D illustrates the invariant nature of Lk showing that it does remain unchanged after folding or after partial strand separation in a covalently closed DNA molecule. It is important to remember that, for practical reasons, the linking number for right-handed DNA, such as in a native B-DNA structure, was set to be positive and thus, for topological considerations, the two complementary DNA strands are considered as having a parallel orientation despite their anti-parallel chemical polarity ([@B8]).

Geometric descriptors of the DNA structure include the twist (Tw) and the writhe (Wr). Tw is a measure of the helical rotation of DNA around its axis and corresponds to the integrated Tw angle (expressed in number of 360° rotations) between all successive base pairs in an entire DNA molecule ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}F). The Tw value is usually not an integer, however, it takes integer values when the axial path of the entire covalently closed DNA molecule is planar or when it lies on the surface of a perfect sphere ([@B12]). For right-handed DNA the Tw is positive. The Tw value can vary with the continuous elastic deformation of a covalently closed DNA molecule.

The second geometric descriptor, the Wr, is a measure of the winding of the axial trajectory of the DNA molecule around itself. Torsionally relaxed DNA molecules, such as shown in [Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}A and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}A, do not wind around themselves to minimize their elastic energy and have their time averaged Wr close to zero. Negatively supercoiled molecules, such as shown in [Figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B and [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}C wind around themselves and thus have a significant Wr. To calculate the Wr one needs to give a consistent direction to the entire axial trajectory of a given DNA molecule to be able to determine the sign of perceived self-crossings. Similar to Lk, the right-handed crossings score as +1 and left-handed crossings as −1. However, to calculate the Wr, the signed sum value is not divided by two, contrary to Lk. In a further contrast to Lk, the signed sum over perceived right- and left-handed crossings may change with the direction of viewing, and therefore the Wr value is obtained after averaging the signed sum score over all directions of viewing, equisampling an imaginary sphere that encloses the trajectory for which the Wr is calculated ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}G). The Wr values are negative for negatively supercoiled DNA and positive for positively supercoiled molecules. In the case shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}D the Wr value has increased by ∼0.7 (from ∼−0.7 to 0) when negatively supercoiled DNA got torsionally relaxed as a result of strand separation extending over a region of ∼10 bp, as would be the case if an individual RNA polymerase started a transcription.

[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the mathematical relationship between Lk, Tw and Wr valid for any given covalently closed DNA molecule. This relationship is expressed by the formula Lk = Tw + Wr ([@B8],[@B12; @B13; @B14]). One of the consequences of this relationship is that, when a given covalently closed DNA molecule undergoes continuous deformation, its Lk remains constant while changes of Tw and Wr are coupled in such a way that their sum is constant and equal to Lk ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

In biochemical experiments, however, it is hardly possible to determine the Lk of a given DNA molecule. It is relatively easy, though, to determine by gel electrophoresis the linking number difference between different DNA topoisomers, i.e. DNA molecules with the same size and sequence but which differ in their linking number ([@B8]). The extent of DNA supercoiling of a given topoisomer is usually expressed by its ΔLk = (Lk−Lk~0~), i.e. the difference between its actual linking number (Lk) and a hypothetical linking number (Lk~0~) this molecule would have had under the same environmental conditions if it were permitted to completely release its torsional stress by a free rotation. Lk~0~ is equal to the sum of time-averaged twist (Tw~0~) and time averaged writhe (Wr~0~) of the nicked form of a given DNA molecule. The Tw~0~ value is related to the native DNA helical repeat (h) by the formula Tw~0~ = *N/h*, where *N* is the number of base pairs in the molecule. The helical repeat value is not universal for all DNA molecules but varies with a particular sequence of base pairs, temperature, the concentration of various solutes etc. ([@B15; @B16; @B17]). The Wr~0~ value is usually close to zero but it may significantly deviate from it for particular sequences that induce for example a helicoidal path of the DNA axis ([@B18]). In contrast to integer value of Lk of real DNA topoisomers, the value of Lk~0~ does not need to be an integer as it does not correspond to a realisable topoisomer but simply describes the reference point from which the torsional stress starts to arise in the considered DNA molecules.

The axial line of a covalently closed DNA molecule is usually isomorphic to a circle i.e. it can be continuously deformed to a circle without breaking and resealing of DNA strands. All molecules for which this is the case are unknotted. In contrast, if the axial line of a given molecule is not isomorphic to a circle then the molecule is knotted and may form one of infinitely many types of knots, although the most frequently observed DNA knots are simple knots like trefoils or figure-of-eight knots ([@B19]). The axial lines of two or more DNA molecules may also be topologically entangled (i.e. it is not possible to disentangle them without cutting one of the molecules). In that case, the molecules form catenanes. The most frequently studied DNA catenanes formed *in vivo* are multiply interlinked torus type of catenanes arising during replication of circular DNA molecules ([@B20],[@B21]).

Supercoiling, knotting and catenation are not mutually exclusive, i.e. DNA molecules that are supercoiled might be in addition knotted or catenated or even knotted and catenated. We will discuss later the interplay between supercoiling and knotting or catenation and how this interplay helps DNA topoisomerases to unknot and decatenate DNA molecules.

Bacterial topoisomerases
------------------------

DNA decatenation and unknotting can not happen without DNA topoisomerases that are the enzymes that can change DNA topology and as such allow non-continuous deformations of DNA molecules involving transient opening and sealing of covalent bonds in the DNA backbone. Since our survey concentrates on bacterial systems, we will limit our presentation to bacterial topoisomerases. For the processes of DNA supercoiling, decatenation and unknotting, the most important are type II DNA topoisomerases that transiently cut both strands of the DNA, keep the cut ends at a small distance during the passage of another double-stranded region through the cut, and finally reseal the cut strands ([@B22],[@B23]). The double-stranded region that passes through the cut may belong to the same or to another DNA molecule. The two currently known type II DNA topoisomerases in eubacteria are DNA gyrase and topoisomerase IV. The typical action of DNA gyrase involves the right-handed wrapping of a ∼140 bp-long DNA fragment around the enzyme and the ensuing intersegmental passage of one of the DNA arms flanking the wrap through the transiently cut central region of the wrapped portion of the DNA ([@B24]). Each catalytic cycle of DNA gyrase diminishes by two the linking number of covalently closed DNA molecules ([@B25]). DNA supercoiling is energetically costly, and the energy for it is provided by the ATPase activity of DNA gyrase ([@B11],[@B26]). When the DNA is negatively supercoiled to a physiological level, its torsional stress limits further supercoiling action of DNA gyrase and this contributes to setting the steady state level of DNA supercoiling in living cells ([@B27],[@B28]).

In the case of Topo IV, DNA segments passing through the transient cuts are those that have found themselves close to the entry gate of the topoisomerase and were correctly positioned for the passage ([@B29]). The chain passages may involve pairs of segments belonging to two different DNA molecules or to the same one, and represent necessary events for decatenation and unknotting, respectively. The catalytic cycle of Topo IV, similarly to that of DNA gyrase, is coupled to ATP hydrolysis. However, the obtained energy is not used to increase the elastic energy of individual DNA molecules but rather to actively diminish the level of knotting or catenation below the topological equilibrium (see below). In consequence, the free energy of the system increases above the equilibrium value obtained in an ideal system made of phantom chains passing trough each other ([@B26],[@B30]). It is important to add here that a cycle of cleavage and resealing *per se* is isoenergetic and does not require an energy input. For this reason, type I topoisomerases that cut and reseal single strands without coupling ATP hydrolysis to DNA passages can only catalyse strand-passage reactions that go down the free energy gradient.

In bacterial cells, there are two type I topoisomerases known as Topo I and Topo III, and their specific function significantly differ from each other although they both belong to class A of type I topoisomerases ([@B22]). The main function of Topo I is to survey the level of DNA torsional tension resulting from negative supercoiling by DNA gyrase or locally generated behind the progressing RNA polymerase ([@B27],[@B31]). If that level becomes too high, uncontrolled melting could occur, and that is prevented by stepwise relaxation of the DNA by Topo I, until a safe level of negative supercoiling is attained. To fulfil this function, Topo I is activated when the DNA is strongly negatively supercoiled. Topo I\'s complex action involves local melting of the DNA followed by transient cutting of one strand and the passage of the opposing strand through the opening ([@B32]). During each catalytic cycle of Topo I the linking number of DNA increases by 1, diminishing the level of negative supercoiling ([@B27]). Topo I may also have other functions related to its activity on nicked DNA. Topo I preferentially interacts with nick sites and transiently opens the continuous strand facing the nick, upon which it can permit a duplex segment from the same or other DNA molecules to pass through the generated opening ([@B32]). Such a reaction can lead to unknotting or decatenation of nicked double-stranded DNA molecules. A very similar mechanism can operate during Topo III-mediated diminution of the catenation level or even complete decatenation of replication intermediates where the unfinished or freshly replicated DNA molecules are not yet converted to covalently closed circular DNA molecules and have short single-stranded regions or nicks ([@B33],[@B34]).

DNA KNOTTING AND SUPECOILING
============================

Knotting equilibrium
--------------------

An important question related to the interplay of DNA supercoiling and DNA knotting is how the knotting equilibrium is affected by DNA supercoiling. To explain the concept of knotting equilibrium, let us first consider an imaginary situation, where torsionally relaxed, highly diluted circular DNA molecules of a given size undergo thermal fluctuations during which ideal type II DNA topoisomerases permit intersegmental passages whenever two DNA segments collide with each other. Such a reaction will reach knotting equilibrium when new rounds of passages will be as likely to form new DNA knots as to undo them, and as the reaction proceeds further from this point, the fraction of molecules that are knotted will remain fairly constant. Since DNA--DNA passages mediated by DNA topoisomerases are in reality non-random, the knotting equilibrium was usually achieved in experiments where linear DNA molecules were undergoing a slow cyclization reaction due to the annealing of their long cohesive ends. Upon such annealing, some molecules become knotted and the fraction of knotted molecules is believed to be the same as that obtained at knotting equilibrium due to free passages ([@B35],[@B36]). Several biochemical and numerical studies confirmed the intuitive idea that the fraction of knots at knotting equilibrium increases with the chain size of DNA molecules and decreases with increasing electrostatic repulsion between DNA segments, which in turn depends on the counterions' concentration ([@B35; @B36; @B37]). Let us now consider, how the knotting equilibrium changes when the studied DNA is actively maintained in a supercoiled form, as it is the case in living bacterial cells. We consider a hypothetical, idealized situation where bacterial Topo IV performs intersegmental passages that may lead to knotting or unknotting whenever two DNA segments collide with each other (in reality, as discussed below, the passages mediated by Topo IV are selective and depend on the spatial arrangement of the DNA segments). In addition, we consider that DNA gyrase and Topo I compensate for the possible decrease or increase of DNA torsional stress due to knot formation by re-establishing the initial level of torsional stress typical for native DNA supercoiling. Will the steady-state knotting equilibrium under such conditions result in a higher or lower fraction of knotted DNA molecules than at the knotting equilibrium involving torsionally relaxed DNA molecules?.

Studies of *in vivo* formed knots in *Escherichia coli* revealed that pBR322 plasmids grown in *E. coli* strains with defective DNA gyrase were up to 10 times more frequently knotted than plasmids grown in wild-type strains ([@B38]). Since DNA gyrase is responsible for maintaining the DNA in a supercoiled form and is not the unknotting topoisomerase *per se,* as Topo IV is ([@B39]), this result provides a strong indication that DNA supercoiling is helping Topo IV to keep the DNA unknotted in living bacterial cells. The effect of supercoiling on unknotting was also investigated *in vitro* by comparing unknotting of supercoiled and non-supercoiled DNA molecules by Topo IV ([@B39]), i.e. the enzyme that is believed to be responsible for DNA unknotting and decatenation of DNA in *E. coli*. The authors of that study arrived to the conclusion that DNA supercoiling does not appreciably increase the unknotting rate by Topo IV ([@B39]). However, a closer look at the presented data clearly reveals that, while complex DNA knots seemed to be equally quickly transformed into simpler knots by Topo IV irrespectively whether they were supercoiled or not, the unknotting of less complex knots, as trefoil knots, was clearly stimulated by DNA supercoiling, while trefoil knots were accumulating when Topo IV was acting on a mixture of complex DNA knots that were not supercoiled \[see Figure 7 in ref. ([@B39])\]. A likely explanation of this behaviour is that the presence of simple knots in non-supercoiled DNA molecules does not produce a sufficient energy gradient that could lead to unknotting, and therefore, this gradient needs to be enhanced by DNA supercoiling. For complex knots, however, the energy gain due to a strand passage leading to knots' simplification is sufficiently large to direct these passages even in the absence of DNA supercoiling.

Energetic components of the interplay between DNA knotting and supercoiling
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

As discussed above, *in vivo* and *in vitro* studies support the notion that DNA supercoiling inhibits DNA knotting. However, this inhibition may not be related to a change of the free energy gradient introduced by DNA supercoiling, but rather be the result of ATP consuming Topo IV action that does not need to follow the free energy gradient of DNA molecules. More precisely, DNA supercoiling could help Topo IV to choose the passages leading to unknotting even if these were not following the free energy gradient of the system. Therefore, the studies discussed above do not really tell us whether DNA supercoiling changes the energy gradient in a way that disfavours DNA knotting. However, simulation studies, where one can control the energy and the topology of the modelled DNA molecules, and where one can also impose the condition that passages occur irrespectively of a particular spatial arrangement of colliding segments, could give us this information.

Intriguingly, two different simulation studies investigating the effect of DNA supercoiling on DNA knotting arrived at the opposite conclusions. While Podtelezhnikov *et al.* ([@B11]) concluded that DNA supercoiling stimulated DNA knotting, Burnier *et al.* ([@B40]) concluded the contrary. Let us investigate the reasons of that discrepancy. Both studies used a very similar Metropolis--Monte Carlo simulation method that accounts for DNA elastic properties and DNA effective diameter ([@B4]). During the Metropolis--Monte Carlo simulation procedure, the modelled molecules constantly change their shape and explore the available configuration space. The latter can be seen as the ensemble of all possible configurations of the elastic chain under the influence of thermal agitation, and of course, in that ensemble, energetically favourable configurations will appear more often. Therefore, if knotting of supercoiled molecules would be energetically favourable, one should observe a strong tendency of supercoiled DNA molecules to become knotted. Thermal motion by itself cannot pass two DNA segments through each other. Therefore, to account for the action of DNA topoisomerases, during the simulation one has to permit segment moves leading to strand passages, and thus possibly to knotting or unknotting. However, if intersegmental passages are permitted without any restriction regarding the topological state of the molecules, the simulated supercoiled DNA molecules quickly relax. This invalidates the simulations aiming to test the effect of maintaining the DNA in supercoiled form on the tendency of DNA molecules to become knotted or unknotted.

Several earlier simulation studies showed that, upon setting a fixed ΔLk (the difference between the actual Lk of the modelled molecules and their Lk~0~), and upon permitting intersegmental passages that did not result in formation of knots, the simulated supercoiled DNA molecules maintained their original supercoiling and even sampled in a more efficient way the configuration space as compared to simulations in which intersegmental passages were not allowed ([@B4]). For example, with this technique, simulated configurations of supercoiled DNA molecules looked like those observed by electron microscopy ([@B41]). Podtelezhnikov *et al.* ([@B42]), in their simulations investigating the interplay between DNA supercoiling and DNA knotting, permitted also these moves that resulted in passages from unknots to knots and vice versa while keeping the ΔLk fixed. With that setting, the simulated supercoiled DNA molecules were becoming progressively knotted, forming left-handed torus knots with increasing complexity. On this basis, the authors concluded that DNA molecules that keep the ΔLk typical for negatively supercoiled DNA molecules would have the tendency to undergo passages leading to formation of left-handed torus knots.

Indeed that would have been the case if Topo II-mediated passages were not changing the linking number of DNA molecules upon each intramolecular passage. We know however that topo II mediated passage from unknotted DNA molecules to left-handed trefoil knots necessitate the decrease of the linking number by 2. So for example, if one starts with a supercoiled molecule with ΔLk = −5 and would perform a necessary passage leading to formation of a left-handed trefoil knot, the ΔLk of that molecule would change to −7 ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). Consequently, a real passage would be energetically not favourable as opposed to an imaginary topo II-mediated passage with unrealistic property of maintaining the ΔLk constant ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A). In addition, even if the realistic passage has happened, then afterwards DNA gyrase would act to re-establish the previous level of torsional stress, which would push the molecule to the state with the ΔLk oscillating ∼−8.41. ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}A) This is the consequence of the formula: Lk = Tw + Wr and the fact that the Wr of a torsionally relaxed left-handed trefoil knot is of ∼−3.41 ([@B43]). Therefore, the Lk~0~ in torsionally relaxed left-handed trefoil knots is smaller than in torsionally relaxed unknotted DNA molecules. To account for the change of Lk~0~ due to knotting, Burnier *et al.* ([@B40]) introduced the concept of the effective ΔLk (ΔLke), which is the linking number difference between the Lk~0~ of a torsionally relaxed knot of a given type including unknot and the actual Lk of the modelled DNA forming the same knot type. When modelled molecules are permitted to change the knot type but keep the same ΔLke, their torsional tension is roughly conserved. Simulations performed under such conditions revealed that supercoiling directs intersegmental passages toward unknotting since the lowest energy-state of DNA molecules with a given ΔLke is attained for unknotted DNA molecules, and this is independent of whether the formed knots are left- or right-handed ([@B40]). However, it needs to be stated here that simulations performed under conditions maintaining the same ΔLke before and after passages leading to knot formation are based on the unrealistic assumption that the torsional tension is re-established instantly after the passage, while in reality it will take some time until the homeostatic mechanisms controlling the level of torsional stress will re-establish the original level of torsional stress ([@B27]). The second assumption is that topoisomerase-mediated passages are driven by the free energy gradient, while in reality type II DNA topoisomerases couple the energy of ATP hydrolysis to the performed passage and can act against the free energy gradient ([@B26]). However, these assumptions are needed to evaluate the importance of energetic considerations in the study of the steady-state knotting equilibrium in the presence of homeostatic mechanisms that maintain a quasi-constant level of DNA torsional stress in supercoiled DNA. Figure 3.DNA knots, supercoiling and the geometric chirality. (**A**) Comparison of the elastic energies of simulated negatively supercoiled DNA molecules with 3000 bp that were either unknotted or formed left-handed trefoil knots \[the energy graph is reproduced from ref. ([@B40])\]. ΔLk refers to the difference between the actual linking number of knotted or unknotted DNA molecules and that of torsionally relaxed unknotted DNA molecules. The light blue arrow indicates the energy difference between unknotted and knotted DNA molecules with the same ΔLke. The dark blue arrow indicates the energy difference between unknotted and knotted DNA molecules resulting from one round of a Topo II-like action. The black arrow indicates the energy difference between unknotted and knotted DNA molecules under the unrealistic assumption that topoisomerase II could mediate an intramolecular passage reaction without changing the linking number. Note that left-handed trefoil knots reach their minimal energy state for ΔLk ≈3.5 and that this closely corresponds to the average writhe of torsionally relaxed left-handed trefoil knots ([@B43]) (shown in the inset). For the convenience of the presentation the figure shows three different energetic consequences of formation of left-handed trefoil knot starting from unknotted DNA molecules that were kept at their supercoiling equilibrium at ΔLk ≈ −5. However, natural supercoiling of 3000 bp-long DNA would rather keep the unknotted molecules at ΔLk ≈−15. Therefore, at physiological level of negative supercoiling the passages leading to knot formation will be much stronger opposed by the free energy gradient than for the case analysed here. (**B**) The concept of geometrical chirality. To determine the geometrical chirality of a crossing one looks what is the smallest rotation of the overlying segment that brings it parallel with the underlying one. If that rotation is clockwise the crossing is left-handed and it is right-handed otherwise. (**C**) Knot 5~2L~ with indicated geometrical chirality of their crossings. An intersegmental passage at any of left-handed crossing will unknot the knot, while a passage at any of right-handed crossings will convert the 5~2L~ knot into 3~1L~ knot.

Geometric components of the interplay between DNA supercoiling and DNA knotting
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The free energy gradient provided by DNA supercoiling helps to guide DNA topoisomerases towards efficient unknotting, but this is not sufficient to explain the complexity of the interplay between DNA supercoiling, knotting and catenation. If DNA topoisomerases were simply catalysing reactions along the free energy gradient, then supercoiled DNA molecules in living bacterial cells would be subject to topoisomerase-mediated reactions leading to their rapid torsional relaxation. So for example, bacterial type I DNA topoisomerases, which perform passages of one strand through the other, would relax the torsional stress in supercoiled DNA. However, as the negative torsional stress is required for normal functioning of bacterial DNA, a metabolic short circuit would appear in this case, with type I topoisomerases constantly relaxing negatively supercoiled DNA molecules and with many molecules of DNA gyrase using ATP to re-establish the original level of negative supercoiling. Such a metabolic short-circuit would exhaust the cellular pool of ATP, and is in reality avoided trough molecular mechanisms that evolved to ensure that bacterial type I topoisomerases are only activated by an excessive torsional stress of the DNA or by the appearance of atypical DNA structures ([@B27]). The excessive torsional stress can be directly sensed at the local DNA level by the facility of strand separation, for example, and this provides the molecular basis of the mechanism protecting normally supercoiled DNA from the action of type I topoisomerases ([@B27]).

However, it seems more difficult to imagine molecular mechanisms that make naturally supercoiled DNA very good substrate for Topo IV-mediated passages leading to decatenation and unknotting but not to relaxation of negative supercoils ([@B39]). Since DNA topoisomerases are relatively small compared to overall dimensions of plasmid or chromosomal DNA, they can only distinguish between some local features that are characteristic for unperturbed negatively supercoiled DNA and these that appear in DNA molecules that are knotted and catenated. If there are such structural differences, then type II DNA topoisomerases could have acquired during the evolution the capacity to act preferentially on the DNA--DNA juxtapositions arising due to knotting or catenation, but not on those arising due to negative supercoiling.

Single molecule studies investigating the action of bacterial topoisomerase IV on braided DNA molecules revealed that it acts preferentially on left-handed braids having a local segment juxtaposition geometry similar to that of positively supercoiled DNA, while it leaves right-handed braids, comparable to negative supercoils, practically untouched (see [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} for the explanation of the geometrical chirality of DNA--DNA juxtapositions) ([@B44; @B45; @B46]). These observations made a perfect sense as they explained why DNA molecules that are negatively supercoiled are practically immune to Topo IV relaxation, while positive supercoiling that arises during DNA replication can be efficiently relaxed by Topo IV, permitting further progression of the replication forks ([@B47]). Comparing DNA--DNA juxtapositions in positively- and negatively-supercoiled DNA, one notices that both types have a hooked character ([@B48]) but can be distinguished by the opposite geometric chirality of winding of juxtaposing segments ([@B45],[@B46]).

It is important to mention here the difference between topological and geometric chirality. To determine the topological chirality one needs to operate with the concept of oriented curves and be aware in which direction the imaginary orientation vectors are pointing when two segments of DNA contact each other. Clearly, enzymes cannot recognize imaginary vectors. However, enzymes can recognize geometrical chirality of crossings if their DNA binding sites are arranged in such a way that, when the first DNA molecule is bound, the second can be bound on top of it but only at a certain relative inclination angle with respect to the already bound DNA segment. Depending on that angle, the enzyme may preferentially interact with DNA segments that wind around each other in left- or right-handed way ([@B49],[@B50]). In negatively supercoiled DNA the topological sign of perceived intramolecular crossings is negative, however, the opposing DNA segments of negatively supercoiled DNA molecules wind around each other in a right-handed way. The left-handed direction of winding is then characteristic for the juxtapositions in positively supercoiled DNA molecules ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and those are preferentially recognized by Topo IV. Figure 4.Topological transitions during replication of circular DNA. (**A**) Supercoiled DNA that just started its process of DNA replication. The molecule is still negatively supercoiled and shows right-handed interwinding. The negative supercoiling helps to initiate the process of DNA replication ([@B7]). (**B**) Partially replicated DNA molecule with positive torsional stress causing formation of left-handed interwinding in the unreplicated portion and of right-handed interwinding of precatenanes in the replicated portion. The left-handed interwinding can be easily relaxed by DNA gyrase or by topoisomerase IV. Right-handed interwinding is a poor substrate for the relaxation reaction by Topo IV. (**C**) Standard representation of freshly replicated molecules forming multiply interlinked DNA catenanes. All crossings in this representation have right-handed chirality but this representation is not the equilibrium form of multiply interlinked DNA catenanes. (**D**) Schematic presentation of the equilibrium form of multiply interlinked DNA catenanes. Minimization of the elastic energy of multiply interlinked catenanes leads to the formation of a left-handed folding of the entire catenanes ([@B21],[@B78]). This folding leads to the apparition of left-handed DNA--DNA juxtapositions that are very good substrates for Topo IV-mediated passages that lead to decrease of DNA catenation. (**E**) Catenanes with decreasing number of interlinks. Individual rings get supercoiled by DNA gyrase, and left-handed crossings may form in the region deformed by the extrusion of supercoils. (**F**) Singly interlinked catenanes have a complete freedom to form left-handed juxtapositions. Supercoiling provides the necessary 'pressure' leading to unlinking. The representations of DNA molecules at different steps of DNA replication are not shown at the same scale but their size was chosen in order to make important points clear. However, all the drawings correspond to sequential stages of DNA replication of a molecule with 800 bp.

The geometry of positively supercoiled DNA favours not only left-handed crossings of the formed DNA--DNA juxtapositions but also hooking of contacting DNA segments. Interestingly, the preferential action of type II DNA topoisomerases on hooked juxtapositions was also proposed as the mechanism that explained the seminal experiment by Rybenkov *et al.* ([@B30],[@B51]). This experiment demonstrated that type II DNA topoisomerases acting *in vivo* on torsionally relaxed DNA keep the level of DNA knotting and catenation much below the topological equilibrium that would have arisen if the passages were simply driven by the free energy gradient ([@B30]). Type II DNA topoisomerases couple their DNA--DNA passage reaction to ATP hydrolysis and therefore there is no violation of thermodynamic principles connected to the fact that action of type II DNA topoisomerases on a statistical set of plasmid DNA molecules can push this set out of its lowest free-energy state. However, it was very intriguing how DNA topoisomerases, that can only sense local information, may get hints whether performing a DNA--DNA passage in a given place will rather unknot the DNA than lead to DNA knotting.

Several complex mechanisms were proposed over the years to explain how DNA topoisomerases could get these hints: the active sliding model ([@B30]), the kinetic proofreading ([@B52]) or the three-site interaction ([@B53]). While some of these models were incompatible with the known properties of type II topoisomerases (active sliding model), the other models seemed to be unnecessarily complex (kinetic proofreading, three site interaction). In 2002 Vologodskii *et al.* ([@B51]) proposed a model according to which type II DNA topoisomerases were actively bending the DNA in the so called G region (G stands for the gate as that DNA region will be later cut and will serve as a gate for the passage of transferred segment known as T segment). According to that model, the DNA topoisomerase was placing itself in the bend in such a way that the T segment could only be transferred if it approached the G region from the inside of the bend. As a consequence, the topoisomerase was providing directionality for the passage of the T segment from the inside to the outside of the strongly bent DNA loop with the G site in its centre. Simulations performed to test this model revealed that this relatively simple mechanism permits a 10-fold reduction of the knotting level below the topological equilibrium ([@B51]). However, biochemical experiments using Topo IV from *E. coli* showed ∼50-fold reduction of the knotting level below the topological equilibrium and therefore the mechanism proposed by Vologodskii *et al.* was not sufficient to explain the observed effect.

In 2004, a theoretical paper by Buck and Zechiedrich proposed that type II topoisomerases can keep a very low steady-state level of DNA knotting and of DNA catenation by preferentially acting on inter-hooked juxtapositions and performing passages there ([@B48],[@B54]). The idea behind that model was that, in freely fluctuating, torsionally relaxed DNA, the interhooked juxtapositions form preferentially in the region where DNA is knotted or catenated ([@B48],[@B54]). For entropic reasons the knotted domains in freely fluctuating knotted polymers tend to be rather tight ([@B55],[@B56]) and this favours that hooked juxtapositions form there. Indeed, simulation studies using polygons confined to a cubic lattice confirmed that preferential action on hooked juxtapositions can decrease the level of knotting by ∼50 times as compared to random passages ([@B57]). Also, simulations performed using polygonal chains off-lattice revealed that selection of interhooked juxtapositions can result in a reduction of the knotting level as strong as that observed experimentally ([@B58]).

The hooked juxtapositions proposed by Buck and Zechiedrich ([@B48]) and tested in simulations by Liu *et al.* ([@B57],[@B59]) were not assumed to wind in a right- or left-handed way but were modelled as achiral, interhooked juxtapositions where the planes of hooking were perpendicular to each other. Such achiral hooked juxtapositions were sufficient to explain the experiment by Rybenkov *et al.* ([@B30]) where the tested DNA was not supercoiled. However, even for unsupercoiled DNA there were other experiments requiring a chirality criteria to explain the observed results. Mann *et al.* ([@B60]) reported that human topoisomerase IIα has the very interesting ability to unknot left-handed five crossing twist knots (with the topological notation 5~2L~) in just one passage. These results were puzzling since, even if DNA topoisomerases could specifically recognize hooked juxtapositions resulting from tight knotting of 5~2~ knot, there are possibilities of forming five such juxtapositions and only passages occurring at two of them could lead to a direct conversion of the 5~2~ knot into an unknot ([@B61]). The question arose then what structural difference could exist between DNA--DNA juxtapositions at these two different types of crossings in freely fluctuating DNA forming 5~2L~ knots?

Burnier *et al.* ([@B58]) used numerical simulations to test whether, by recognizing and performing passages within inter-hooked juxtapositions in which opposing segments wind around each other in a left-handed way ([Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), the topoisomerases could unknot 5~2L~ knots by performing just one passage. The simulations showed that this criteria was indeed very efficient in favouring unknotting of the 5~2L~ knot by a single topo II-mediated passage ([@B58]). In addition, the preferential action on inter-hooked juxtapositions with left-handed character explains also the mechanism by which human topoisomerase IIα relaxes positively supercoiled DNA molecules at least 10 times faster than negatively supercoiled ones ([@B62]).

Additional support for the hooking model was provided recently by crystallographic analysis of Topo IV DNA complexes ([@B63]). In these complexes, the DNA to which the topoisomerase is bound (G segment) is strongly bent in the direction consistent with the models proposing that Topo IV induces DNA bends ([@B51],[@B64]) or that it preferably binds hooked juxtapositions ([@B48],[@B54]). The observation mentioned earlier that plasmids isolated from bacterial strains with defective gyrase are frequently knotted ([@B38]) is consistent with the interpretation that DNA supercoiling may help Topo IV to distinguish better DNA juxtapositions that are due to knotting from other DNA juxtapositions.

As mentioned earlier, bacterial topoisomerases evolved in such a way that negatively supercoiled DNA molecules are protected against their relaxing activity. In the case of Topo IV, this protection is ensured by the chirality sensing mechanism explained above ([@B44; @B45; @B46]): right-handed juxtaposition present in negatively supercoiled DNA are practically immune to its action, whereas left-handed juxtapositions that are predominant in positively supercoiled DNA are very efficiently recognized by Topo IV and are substrate of processive passage reactions ([@B44; @B45; @B46],[@B65]). Presumably, when knots are present in negatively supercoiled DNA molecules they promote formation of DNA--DNA juxtapositions with geometries that are somewhat different than the typical geometry of DNA--DNA juxtapositions in negatively supercoiled DNA. This is certainly the case of DNA molecules forming left-handed trefoil knots whose crossings have a natural tendency to form left-handed dsDNA--dsDNA juxtapositions. However, also DNA molecules forming right-handed trefoil knots, despite their preference to form right-handed dsDNA--dsDNA crossings, may in fact promote formation of juxtapositions that are more hooked or have somewhat different inclination angle than these normally present in negatively supercoiled DNA. In such a case also these knots may be efficiently unknotted by Topo IV action while regular DNA--DNA juxtapositions due to negative supercoiling would not serve as substrates of Topo IV.

DNA CATENATION AND SUPERCOILING
===============================

Formation of DNA precatenanes: gyrase paradox
---------------------------------------------

During DNA replication, complementary strands of parental molecules become progressively separated, and this necessitates gradual untwisting of the double helix. In the case of covalently closed circular DNA, the two strands are topologically linked, and the action of DNA topoisomerases is required to reduce the linking number to exactly zero, in order to complete the segregation of newly replicated DNA molecules. As already mentioned, the negative supercoiling facilitates initial separation of DNA strands. However, as the strand separation in negatively supercoiled DNA molecules progresses beyond the point of DNA relaxation ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), it induces positive torsional stress. The mechanical torsional stress in elastic DNA molecules tends to equilibrate between replicated and non-replicated portions of partially replicated DNA molecules ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). In non-replicated portions, the stress causes formation of interwound positive superhelices, in which the opposing segments wind around each other in a left-handed sense. In replicated portions, however, the stress causes formation of precatenanes, in which the opposing segments wind around each other in a right-handed sense. It is quite contra-intuitive that the geometric direction of winding changes between replicated and non-replicated portions of the same molecule minimizing its elastic energy. This phenomenon is due to the fact that in the non-replicated portion, the DNA is folded back on itself, which changes the topological orientation of segments wrapping. If that DNA were not allowed to fold back on itself it would adopt the solenoidal form of supercoiling, and form a right-handed helix ([@B14]) just like in precatenane regions of partially replicated DNA molecules ([@B47]).

The positive torsional stress opposes DNA strand separation, and induces replication fork reversal ([@B66]). Therefore, that torsional stress would eventually stop the progression of the replication forks if it were not continuously relieved by the action DNA topoisomerases. *In vivo* and *in vitro* experiments provided the evidence that the torsional stress is released by the activity of DNA gyrase and Topo IV acting on positive superhelices formed in the unreplicated portion of the DNA ([@B67]). In principle, the torsional stress could be also relieved by Topo IV action involving passages between precatenated portions of freshly replicated DNA. However, as already mentioned, Topo IV hardly acts on DNA duplexes that wrap around each other in a right-handed sense as otherwise it would constantly relax negatively supercoiled DNA, in which the opposing segments also wind around each other in a right-handed sense. This is most likely the reason why right-handed interwinding of freshly replicated regions is relatively stable ([@B68]). We propose below that the right-handed interwinding of freshly replicated DNA regions can be crucial for saving cells from gyrase induced exhaustion of cellular ATP.

Replicated portions of partially replicated DNA molecules are torsionally relaxed since newly synthesized strands are not covalently-closed ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}B). As already discussed, bacterial cells are equipped with very efficient homeostatic mechanisms that keep cellular DNA at a quasi-constant level of negative supercoiling ([@B27]). As a consequence, if the torsional tension of DNA diminishes, it is very efficiently re-established by the action of DNA gyrase. However, any action of DNA gyrase on partially replicated portions will be useless, as it will only drive non-productive rotation of the DNA while every catalytic cycle will use two molecules of ATP. As shown by Gore *et al.* ([@B69]) gyrase can act very efficiently on linear nicked DNA and such enzymatic reaction could go practically forever using all available ATP. In growing bacterial cells partially replicated DNA molecules are practically omnipresent and the length of replicated regions may easily exceed that of non-replicated regions. Therefore, some mechanisms had to evolve to protect cells from spending their ATP on non-productive DNA rotations in partially replicated portions of DNA molecules as even if individual gyrase molecules show a relatively low ATPase rate of 1/s ([@B70]), there are ∼500--1000 gyrase molecules per cell ([@B71]).

Already early papers studying DNA gyrase have established that ATPase activity of DNA gyrase is ∼4--7 times lower in the presence of negatively supercoiled DNA than in the presence of relaxed DNA ([@B72],[@B73]). Those early observations make a good sense since gyrase should stop hydrolysing ATP when the DNA is already sufficiently supercoiled, as otherwise a lot of ATP would be continuously wasted. We discussed already that Topo IV can discriminate between DNA juxtapositions with different geometrical chirality. It seems logical to propose that a similar mechanism could also operate in the case of DNA gyrase. Such a chiral discrimination of DNA substrates by DNA gyrase could protect the partially replicated portions of DNA from unproductive action of DNA gyrase. Since partially replicated portions of the DNA are naturally kept in the form of right-handed precatenanes by the positive torsional stress induced by progressing replication forks, this makes them looking like negative supercoils. Protection of partially replicated portions of DNA from action of DNA gyrase would make a good sense since it would importantly improve the efficiency of cell energetics. However, the proposal that the DNA that is strongly interwound in the right-handed sense is protected against further action of DNA gyrase should reconcile early reports that ATPase activity of DNA gyrase is partially inhibited by DNA supercoiling ([@B72],[@B73]) with newer *in vitro* experiments showing that usage of ATP does not stop after gyrase has supercoiled the DNA to its thermodynamic limits ([@B28]).

The resolution of this apparent paradox may be provided by the fact that *in vivo* negative supercoiling promotes DNA interaction with bacterial structural proteins such as FIS and HU proteins that constrain negative supercoiling and form bacterial chromatin ([@B74; @B75; @B76]). These proteins are capable of wrapping the DNA into toroidal coils ([@B74]). Since binding of these proteins to DNA is favoured by negative supercoiling ([@B76],[@B77]) and there is enough of these proteins to cover the DNA quite densely, it is reasonable to propose that upon reaching the physiological level of DNA supercoiling these proteins may displace DNA gyrase from the DNA and this will stop the ATPase activity of DNA gyrase *in vivo.* These proteins were not present in the *in vitro* experiments discussed above ([@B28]). Since it is most likely the right-handed wrapping of DNA that promotes the binding of HU proteins onto supercoiled DNA ([@B77]), then also right-handed precatenanes composed of torsionally relaxed DNA could enjoy HU protection against futile action of DNA gyrase.

Formation of DNA catenanes: Topo IV paradox
-------------------------------------------

As the replication of circular DNA is nearly finished and the two replication forks converge together, less and less space remains for DNA topoisomerases to act on the unreplicated portion of the DNA. Replication forks are complex protein conglomerates where DNA helicases, single-strand binding proteins and other proteins interact with the DNA ahead of DNA polymerases. Therefore, as soon as the distance between the two approaching forks becomes smaller than few hundreds base pairs, it becomes very difficult for DNA gyrase or any other topoisomerase, to gain the access to the remaining unreplicated portion of the DNA and to entirely remove the linking of parental strands before their complete replication ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). As a consequence, in case of plasmid DNA molecules, for example, one observes formation of right-handed DNA catenanes, where the freshly replicated DNA molecules are wound around each other up to 40 times ([@B21]). That high interlinking number results from the fact that the number of turns of pre-existing precatenanes simply adds to the linking number of the terminal region where the replication proceeded without unlinking of DNA strands.

Several studies have shown that it is the bacterial Topo IV that is responsible for rapid and complete decatenation of freshly replicated sister duplexes ([@B67]). This decatenation is a vital process and any dysfunction of it is lethal. How then could Topo IV decatenate so efficiently right-handed catenanes that seem to have an overall structure very similar to negatively supercoiled DNA, which is hardly a substrate for Topo IV action? This problem is known in the literature as Topo IV paradox ([@B45]). We will try to argument here that it is DNA supercoiling (or rather higher order DNA coiling, in general) that provides crucial elements of solution of topo IV paradox. We believe that there are two different elements to the solution of Topo IV paradox: one of them works at early stages of DNA decatenation, and the second at late stages of DNA decatenation.

Early stages of DNA decatenation: second-order supercoiling of torus type catenanes
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Just after the replication of circular DNA molecules is finished, the formed catenanes have a very high interlinking number that may exceed 40 ([@B21]). Two independent simulation studies investigated the structure of highly interlinked catenanes ([@B21],[@B78]). It was observed that despite the fact that the composing rings were torsionally relaxed, the catenanes adopted supercoiled form in which the imaginary torus around which the two molecules wind is folded on itself in a left-handed way ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D). This left-handed higher-order winding permits the involved molecules to decrease their bending energy ([@B21],[@B78],[@B79]). As a consequence of the left-handed, higher order winding of the entire catenanes, the DNA segments contacting each other along the contact line of the interwound torus form left-handed juxtapositions ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}D). Left-handed DNA--DNA juxtapositions have suitable-geometry for efficient action of Topo IV that could decrease the interlinking number between the two catenated DNA molecules. In fact, single molecule studies using braided DNA with increasing extent of braiding, established that right-handed braids were essentially immune to Topo IV action until the point where the braid folded on itself forming left-handed 'super braid' ([@B45],[@B46]). From this point on, Topo IV-mediated passages were easily occurring in the folded braid and were reducing the interlinking of the braided duplexes. It should be clear that the structure of catenanes with high interlinking number is analogous to that described by Stone *et al.* ([@B46]) and Charvin *et al.* ([@B45]), and that Topo IV-mediated passages occurring in this structure will lead to partial decatenation of freshly replicated DNA molecules.

Late stages of DNA decatenation
-------------------------------

As the decatenation progresses, the mechanical tension within the torus type catenanes decreases progressively, eliminating the second-order supercoils together with the left-handed juxtapositions that could be used by Topo IV for the decatenation ([@B44; @B45; @B46]). However, as the individual molecules become less constrained, they acquire an increasing level of DNA supercoiling due to the action of DNA gyrase, and this leads to an overall change of the structure of the catenanes ([@B21]). The region of mutual interlinking of catenated molecules shrinks and the individual molecules starts to wind on themselves forming typical interwound supercoils ([Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}E). The regions where the interwound superhelices extrude from the axis of the torus show high bending and can possibly form inter-molecular juxtapositions with the geometry suitable for Topo IV recognition and the ensuing passage (G. Witz, in preparation). Also Stone *et al.* ([@B46]) proposed that in right-handed catenanes with small number of interlinks the left-handed juxtapositions can form, from time to time, by loose portions of the DNA. This would be possible if the weakly catenated molecules were less constrained and thus had enough freedom to contact each other in a way permitting formation of left-handed juxtapositions. However, the proposal of Stone *et al.* ([@B46]) neglected the fact that catenated molecules become supercoiled before they get completely decatenated, which effectively eliminates loose portions in the DNA catenanes.

We discussed above that DNA supercoiling favours DNA decatenation, by facilitating formation of Topo IV-recognizable DNA--DNA juxtapositions. But as in the case of knots, we can also consider the energetic influence of supercoiling on the equilibrium catenation level. If decatenation were proceeding without the concomitant supercoiling of the catenanes, the energetic tendency of molecules to separate would progressively decrease because the energy gradient would become flatter. However, this is not the case when the component molecules become progressively supercoiled as the decatenation proceeds ([@B80]). Under such conditions, supercoiling progressively replaces catenation to maintain a steep gradient creating a 'pressure' pushing towards complete decatenation ([@B21],[@B80]).

CONCLUSIONS
===========

We discussed the fact that the free energy of DNA supercoiling favours topoisomerase-mediated unknotting and decatenation reactions. We also discussed how DNA supercoiling can change the structure of knotted and catenated DNA molecules so that Topo IV could specifically unknot and decatenate supercoiled DNA molecules without inducing relaxation of negatively-supercoiled DNA molecules. The realization that DNA supercoiling can play an active role in the process of DNA decatenation and unknotting is relatively new and more research is needed to understand better all mechanisms implicated in very efficient decatenation of freshly replicated bacterial chromosomes and bacterial plasmids.

Open questions
--------------

There are many open problems concerning the interplay of DNA supercoiling with unknotting and decatenation. There is for example still no numerical study simulating the realistic case where the torsional level of knots or catenanes is maintained around a steady-state. For the moment, only the approximate solutions presented above exist. Also, one interesting question is why DNA gyrase uses ATP to relax positive supercoils that arise during ongoing DNA replication. Relaxation of positively supercoiled DNA is a downhill reaction and it could go without ATP hydrolysis. Millions of ATP molecules are needed for relaxation of chromosomal DNA during each replication round. Therefore, it seems unreasonable that during evolution this energetic wastefulness was not eliminated. Interestingly, early studies of bacterial topoisomerases revealed that one of the subunits of gyrase easily undergoes a proteolytic cleavage *in vivo* and the resulting enzyme can then relax positively supercoiled DNA without using ATP ([@B81]). Could it be that this cleavage variant of DNA gyrase indeed participates in the relaxation of positive supercoils generated during DNA replication, as it was originally proposed by Brown *et al.* ([@B81])?
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